
•Deciding what to make with what you have

in the fridge and pantry can be a fun

experiment, but not when you have 30

minutes to get dinner on the table.

•Plan out your weekly dinners, and shop once

a week accordingly.

•Plan to use your fresh produce on the first

few days, and rely on frozen produce towards

the end of the week.

•Prep at least 2 or 3 meals on Sunday at the  

same time using different cooking methods:

•Bake in the oven on a lined sheet pan

•Put a roast or loin in the slow cooker

•Sauté on the stovetop

•Store your meas in Tupperware for up to 4  

days.

•Spend some time cleaning and prepping

food in larger quantities early in the week.

You’ll thank yourself with simple, quick and

delicious meals throughout the week. Get

creative with your leftovers!

•Steamed or roasted broccoli can easily

be used as part of a casserole or quiche

the next night.

•BBQ chicken can be diced to make a

simple quesadilla.

•Cooking quickly and limiting clean up is key

to week night meals. Utilize recipes that call

for these types of cooking:

•One-pot meals

•Sheet pan cooking (whole dinner on one  

pan)

•Foil pack recipes (no clean up!)

• InstantPot or air fryer

• If you have a free time once a month, make

a few freezer friendly meals that are easy to

pull out in a jam.

•Slow cooker: stews, soups, & chilis

•Pasta and casserole: lasagna or baked  

ziti

• Individual portions: frittatas or stews

•Plan ahead and be mindful of schedules. If

Mondays are long days and Thursdays are

exhausting, build in “leftover” nights and

simple dinners, like pasta and a mixed green

salad or a homemade freezer meal.

•Set eating out /takeout rules that are

realistic for your family. If you are eating out

4 times a week now, aim for 2. If you are

eating out 7 now, aim for 4.

•Small sustainable changes create lasting

new habits!






